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Abstract—By transmitting texture and depth videos from two
adjacent captured viewpoints, a client can synthesize via depth-
image-based rendering (DIBR) any intermediate virtual view of
the scene, determined by the dynamic movement of the client’s
head. In so doing, depth perception of the 3D scene will be
created through motion parallax. Due to the stringent playback
deadline of interactive free viewpoint video, burst packetlosses in
the texture and depth video streams caused by transmission over
unreliable channels are difficult to overcome and can severely
degrade the synthesized view quality at the client. We propose
a multiple description coding (MDC) of free viewpoint video in
texture-plus-depth format that will be transmitted on two disjoint
network paths. Specifically, we encode even frames of the left view
and odd frames of the right view separately as one description
and transmit it on path one. Similarly, we encode odd frames
of the left view and even frames of the right view as the second
description and transmit it on path two. Appropriate quanti zation
parameters (QP) are selected for each description, such that its
data rate matches optimally the available transmission bandwidth
on each of the two paths. If the receiver receives one description
but not the other due to burst loss on one of the paths, it
can still partially reconstruct the missing frames in the loss-
corrupted description using a computationally efficient DIBR-
based recovery scheme that we design. Extensive experimental
results show that our MDC streaming system can outperform
the traditional single-path single-description transmission scheme
by up to 7dB in Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) of the
synthesized intermediate view at the receiving client.

I. I NTRODUCTION

The popularity of stereoscopic video, where two texture
images captured from slightly shifted cameras are shown
separately to each of the viewer’s eyes in order to induce
depth perception of the 3D scene through binocular vision, is
indisputable. However, it is known thatmotion parallax[1],
where the viewer’s head movement triggers a corresponding
shift of viewing angle of the observed scene, represents an
even stronger stimulus of depth perception. With stereoscopic
video, the same two views are shown to the viewer’s two
eyes regardless of how much the viewer moves his head. This
results in an undesirable visual effect where physical objects
in 3D scene appear as unnatural flat layers.

One technology to enable motion parallax isfree viewpoint
video [2]. At the sender, a large 1D array of closely spaced
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cameras synchronously capture texture and depth images1 of
the same 3D scene from slightly different viewing angles.
The sender then transmits texture and depth maps of two
adjacent captured views—a format known astexture-plus-
depth [3]—that are closest to the viewer’s changing viewing
perspective of the scene, as governed by his head movement
that is dynamically tracked over time [4]. The viewer can
then synthesize any intermediate view that corresponds to his
present viewpoint of the scene, by using the texture and depth
maps of the two captured views as anchors, via adepth-image-
based rendering(DIBR) technique like 3D warping [5]. This
results in an enhanced depth perception of the 3D scene via
the aforementioned motion parallax.

If the communication path between the sender and receiver
is burst-loss prone, which frequently occurs in wired networks
(due to network congestion and packet queue overflow) and in
wireless links (due to slow channel fading), then the resulting
packet losses of texture and depth video are difficult to
overcome and can severely affect the synthesized view quality.
This is especially true since the interactivity of free viewpoint
video mandates stringent playback deadline requirements at
the receiver. Therefore, packet loss recovery strategies based
on automatic retransmission request (ARQ), which exhibit
round-trip-time (RTT) delays, are not applicable.

To address this shortcoming, we propose a novelmultiple
description coding(MDC) scheme for free viewpoint video in
texture-plus-depth format that is transmitted on two disjoint
network paths. Specifically, we construct descriptionD1 to
be four sub-streams of data that are encoded separately.
They are the even frames of the texture and depth maps of
the left view and the odd texture and depth frames of the
right view. Similarly, the separately encoded odd frames of
texture and depth maps of the left view and even frames
of texture and depth maps of the right view comprise the
second descriptionD2. Each description is transmitted on a
disjoint network path, and appropriate quantization parameters
(QP) are selected for each description in order to optimally
match its data rate to the available transmission bandwidth
on the path. If the receiver receivesD1, but not D2, then
it can reconstruct the missing frames in the second descrip-

1A depth image is a pixel accurate measure of the distance between physical
objects in the 3D scene and the capturing camera. It can be captured directly
via a time-of-flight camera, or estimated using neighboringtexture images
using stereo-matching algorithms.



tion using a computationally efficient DIBR-based recovery
scheme that we design. In particular, candidate pixels in a
missing frame are first generated using DIBR and temporal
super-resolution, separately. Then, a candidate-pixel selection
procedure is employed to reconstruct the final frame presented
to the client. Through experiments, we demonstrate that our
MDC-based streaming system outperforms the conventional
single-path single-description transmission scheme by upto
7dB in Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) of the synthesized
intermediate view at the receiving client.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first
discuss related work in Section II. Then, we describe our free
viewpoint video streaming system in Section III. We present
our MDC coding scheme and DIBR-based frame recovery
procedure in Section IV. We discuss our data transport op-
timization in Section V. We experimentally investigate the
performance of our video streaming system in Section VI.
Finally, concluding remarks are provided in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

Multi-view video coding (MVC) [6] is an extension of the
single-view video encoding standard, where multiple texture
maps from closely spaced capturing cameras are encoded into
one bitstream. Texture-plus-depth format of free viewpoint
video [3] is a further extension, where by encoding texture
and depth maps from multiple viewpoints, a user can now
choose from an almost continuum of intermediate viewpoints
between encoded views for display. Thereby, the 3D visual
experience will be additionally enhanced.

While encoding the texture-plus-depth video format is
already an intensively studied subject [3, 7], error resilient
transmission of free viewpoint video is an emerging area.
The few related studies thus far include the following. [8]
proposed a new frame type calledunified distributed source
coding framein order to enable discrete view-switching and
to stop error propagation due to unrecoverable packet loss
simultaneously. [9] considered the use of reference frame
selection (RFS) in depth video coding to mitigate the adverse
effects of synthesized view distortion due to packet losses,
at the cost of additional coding overhead. In the present
paper, we instead propose an MDC approach to loss-resilient
transmission of free viewpoint video that is similar in spirit
to the seminal work on multi-path transmission of MDC of
single view video [10]. However, in [10] lost frame recovery
is carried out via traditional temporal super-resolution methods
based on motion search [11]. On the other hand, our loss frame
recovery method employs DIBR to warp the received view to
the view perspective of the lost view, to serve as its main
estimate. [?] proposed a scalable MDC for 3D video that
also separately encodes even and odd frames, but our work is a
notable improvement due to our proposed description recovery
mechanism in the event of burst losses.

III. M ULTIPATH FREE V IEWPOINT V IDEO SYSTEM

We first describe the proposed multi-path streaming system
for free viewpoint video that is illustrated in Fig. 1. We
assume that the server has available two disjoint network
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Fig. 1. Overview of the multi-path free-viewpoint video transmission system.
Multiple descriptions are constructed for transmission over two disjoint paths.

transmission paths to a client. For instance, a wireless client
can have two network interfaces such as 3G cellular and
802.11 Wi-Fi that connect to two orthogonal communication
networks [12]. Similarly, a multi-homed client can connectto
the Internet via two different ISPs that will typically route
data to the same destination via different network paths [13].
In both of these cases, a streaming server can transmit the
free viewpoint data to the client simultaneously over the two
independent networks. The two disjoint network paths that
will be employed to this end will in general be characterized
by different transmission bandwidth values and packet loss
statistics. Since the paths are disjoint, packet loss events on
one link are independent from loss events on the other.

We consider that the free viewpoint content is encoded in
the now populartexture-plus-depthformat [3], where texture
and depth maps of two appropriately chosen viewpoints (called
left and right views in the sequel) are encoded and transmitted
from the server to the client. In particular, the free viewpoint
video is encoded into two descriptionsD1 and D2. If the
receiver receives one of the two transmitted descriptions,then
it can reconstruct the content at coarse quality. If it receives
both descriptions, then it can reconstruct the content at high
quality. MDC is different from layered encoding, where an
enhancement layer is correctly decoded only if the base layer
is already correctly decoded. At the client, a novel intermediate
virtual view can be synthesized using texture and depth maps
of the two encoded views via depth-image-based rendering
(DIBR) techniques like 3D warping [5].
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Fig. 2. Gilbert-Elliott loss model: The channel transitions between its two
states (good - 0 and bad - 1) with probabilitiesp and q. The packet loss
probabilities in good and bad states areg andb, respectively.

We assume that each network paths exhibit packet losses
characterized by a Gilbert-Elliott (GE) model. As illustrated
in Fig. 2, a GE model has state transition probabilitiesp and
q to switch between its good (0) and bad (1) states. Given that
a packet is transmitted during a bad or good state, the packet
will be lost with probabilitiesg andb, respectively.



IV. SOURCE CODING & DATA RECOVERY

A. Multiple Description Construction

We first describe how we construct two descriptions from
the captured texture and depth maps by the 1D array of
closely spaced cameras. For the left view, we perform stan-
dard motion-compensated (MC) predictive video coding, such
as H.264 [14], respectively on the even and odd frames
of the texture video of the left view,xl(0), xl(2), . . ., and
xl(1), xl(3), . . ., thereby creating two streamsX l

e and X l
o.

Similarly, we encode the even and odd frames of the depth
video data associated with the left view, as well as the even
and odd frames of the texture and depth video of the right
view, into the corresponding streamsZ l

e, Z
l
o, Xr

e , Xr
o , Zr

e , and
Zr
o . Note that since the temporal distance between consecutive

coded frames is two (rather than one frame as in conventional
video coding), our MDC results in a slightly larger coding
rate. Note also that because a depth frame only comprises
smooth surfaces with sharp edges, its required encoding bitrate
represents only 10% to 15% of the texture video bitrate, for
the same quantization parameter (QP).

Given the encoded streams, we construct two descriptions
of the free viewpoint content, as follows. First, we map the
streamsX l

e, Z
l
e, X

r
o , andZr

o onto the first descriptionD1; i.e.,
the first description is composed of the even frames of the left
view and the odd frames of the right view. Then, we map
the remaining streamsX l

o, Z l
o, Xr

e , andZr
o onto the second

descriptionD2; i.e., the second description is composed of
the odd frames of the left view and the even frames of the
right view. The first and second descriptionD1 andD2 are
transmitted to the client via path one and two, respectively.

B. DIBR-based Frame Recovery

When only one description is received, e.g.,D1, we can
partially recover the lost frames in the second descriptionD2,
as follows. For each missing framexr(t), framet of the right
view texture video, we first synthesize via DIBR the missing
frame x̄r(t) using as anchors the corresponding texture and
depth maps of the left view at the same time instant,xl(t)
and zl(t). Specifically, each pixelxl(t,m, n) of row m and
columnn in the left texture map can potentially be mapped to
a corresponding pixelxr(t,m, n− zl(t,m, n)∗γ) in the right
texture map, where the horizontal shift is determined by the
disparity2 valuezl(t,m, n) and a shift parameterγ, the latter
of which is a function of the physical distance between the
two capturing cameras.

There are two shortcomings of this simple pixel-to-pixel
translational mapping. First, multiple texture pixels inxl(t)
can map to the same pixel location in̄xr(t). In that case,
one typically chooses the pixel with the largest corresponding
disparity value [15], which is the one with the smallest depth
value and closest to the capturing camera. Hence, this pixel
will occlude the further-away pixels. The second problem is

2Because there is typically a one-to-one correspondence between depth
and disparity, we will assume without loss of generality that disparity values
(rather than depth values) are actually encoded.

that there might not be any pixelxl(t) that can map to a
given pixel location inxr(t). Physically, this means that the
pixel location inxr(t) was occluded inxl(t) and so no pixel
correspondence can be established, a phenomenon known as
disocclusion. To solve this problem, we propose the following
computationally efficient procedure.

Temporal super-resolution: The basic idea is to to fill in
a missing pixelx̄r(t) using temporal super-resolution(TSR)
techniques such as [11], where a missing framexr(t) is in-
terpolated using information from its two temporal neighbors,
xr(t− 1) andxr(t+ 1). While complex methods like optical
flow [16] can provide excellent TSR performance, instead, we
design a more efficient method that employs block search [11].
In a nutshell, given a(2n+1)×(2n+1) target block in frame
xr(t + 1), we search for its best match in framexr(t − 1),
offset by themotion vector(v, h). This is typically done by
computing the sum of the absolute differences (SAD) between
the pixels of the target block and its prospective match in frame
xr(t−1). The candidate match with the smallest overall SAD
is then selected as the winner. Formally, this block matching
procedure can be written as

min
(v,h)

∑

(i,j)∈B

|xr(t− 1,m+ v + i, n+ h+ j) (1)

−xr(t+ 1,m+ i, n+ j)| ,

whereB = {(−n,−n), . . . , (n, n)} defines the support of the
candidate block. Note that the search is performed in 1/4-pixel
precision that is also employed by the H.264 standard [14]
in motion estimation.

Given a motion vector(v, h), we can copy a target block in
xr(t+1) to the location in̂xr(t) that is offset by thehalf-vector
(v/2, h/2). By performing this block-based search around a
local neighborhood of disoccluded pixels in synthesizedx̄r(t),
we can now have candidate pixels inx̂r(t) to fill in the holes.
The same process is used for forward block search: given a
target block inxr(t − 1), we find the best-matched block in
xr(t+ 1) with vector(v, h), and compute candidate pixels in
x̃r(t) with the half-vector(v/2, h/2).

To choose between candidate pixels inx̂r(t) and x̃r(t),
for hole-filing in x̄r(t), we start from the boundary of the
disoccluded region in̄xr(t), and find the boundary pixels in
x̂r(t) andx̃r(t) that are the most similar to neighboring filled-
in pixels in x̄r(t). We iteratively select candidate pixels until
all the disoccluded pixels are filled. The underlying assumption
that we employ here is that missing pixels are most likely to
be similar to surrounding pixels.

The same procedure is used to recover odd texture frames
of the left view in lost descriptionD2. To recover odd depth
frames of left view and even depth frames of the right view,
synthesized frames̄zl(t − 1) and z̄r(t) can be computed
identically. For candidate pixels in disoccluded regions in
z̄l(t − 1) and z̄r(t), instead of performing motion search
again, we reuse the already computed half-vectors in the
corresponding texture maps to computeẑl(t − 1), z̃l(t − 1),
z̄r(t), and z̄r(t) to reduce the computational complexity.



Note that given that we use TSR only to fill-in missing
pixels in the DIBR-based synthesized view, the underlying
assumption of our DIBR-based frame recovery procedure
is that available pixels in synthesized view̄xr(t) are more
accurate than TSR-generatedx̂r(t) and x̃r(t) candidates. It
turns out that this is indeed true in practice because: i) thesame
object surface observed from slightly different viewpoints very
often reflects similar amounts of light (calledLambertian in
the literature), resulting in very similar luminance values; and
ii) motion search between target framexr(t + 1) and frame
xr(t − 1) is very hard to be pixel-accurate when the search
block is large. On the other hand, if the search block is too
small, there are typically too many good matches and the true
pixel motion cannot be easily identified.

V. M ULTI -PATH TRANSMISSION

Let Ri, i ∈ {1, 2}, denote the number of source packets
associated with the two descriptionsD1 andD2 for one Group
of Pictures (GOP). These quantities depend on the QPsQ1 and
Q2 employed to encode the two descriptions, respectively. Let
B1 andB2 denote the available transmission bandwidth on the
two network paths. That means thatBi−Ri(Qi), for i = 1, 2,
FEC packets (such as the Reed-Solomon codes) will be used
for loss protection of source packets on pathi, where full
recovery is possible if anyRi(Qi) of Bi packets are received
correctly. Our goal here is to select the source rate associated
with each description such that the expected decoded video
quality is maximized.

A. Preliminaries

We first formally define the mathematical quantities, as done
in [8], which are useful for a GE packet loss model. LetP (i)
be the probability of havingat least i consecutive transmis-
sions in the good state in the GE model, given transmission
starts in bad state. Furthermore, letp(i) be the probability of
having exactly i good state transmissions between two bad
state transmissions, given transmission starts in bad state. We
write P (i) andp(i) as follows:

P (i) =

{

1 if i = 0
q(1− p)i−1 otherwise

p(i) =

{

1− q if i = 0
q(1− p)i−1p otherwise

(2)

Similarly, we defineQ(i) andq(i) as the probability ofat
leasti consecutive bad state transmissions, and the probability
of exactlyi bad state transmissions, given transmission starts
in good state. Equations forQ(i) and q(i) will be the same
as those forP (i) and p(i), with the parametersp and q
interchanged.

We can now recursively define the probabilityR(m,n) of
exactly m bad state transmissions inn total transmissions,
given transmission starts in bad state:

R(m, n) =











P (n) for m = 0 andn ≥ 0
n−m
∑

i=0

p(i)R(m − 1, n− i− 1) for 1 ≤ m ≤ n

(3)

Similarly, the probabilityS(m,n) of exactlym good state
transmissions inn total transmissions, given transmission
starts in good state, is written in the same form as (3), with
Q(i) andq(i) replacingP (i) andp(i) in (3), respectively.

B. Source Coding Rate Optimization

We first write the probabilityαi of correctly receiving
descriptioni as a weighted sum ofαG

i and αB
i , which are

the probabilities of correctly receivingDi, given that packet
transmission started during a good or bad state, respectively.

αi =

(

q

p+ q

)

α
G

i +

(

p

p+ q

)

α
B

i (4)

Assuming transmission starts in the good state,m of Bi

total packets can be transmitted in good state with probability
S(m,Bi). GOP can be successfully received if at leastRi of
Bi packets are correctly delivered, and theseRi packets can
be a sum ofrG andRi − rG delivered packets in good and
bad states respectively. We can hence writeαG

i as:

αG
i ≈

Bi
∑

m=0

S(m,Bi)

Bi
∑

r=Ri

r
∑

rG=0

PG(rG,m)PB(r − rG, B −m) (5)

wherePG(x, y) andPB(x, y) are the probabilities of exactlyx
delivered packets iny tries in good and bad state respectively,
which can be computed easily using binomial expansion and
packet loss probabilityg andb, respectively for good and bad
channels.αB

i can be derived similarly.
If we now assume QPQi leads to a visual qualitydi in

PSNR for descriptionDi, then the source rate optimization
for each descriptionDi becomes:

max
Qi

αidi s.t. Ri(Qi) ≤ Bi (6)

BecauseQi takes on a small finite set of values, (6) can be
solved via exhaustive search with reasonable complexity.

VI. EXPERIMENTATION

A. Simulation Setup

To evaluate the performance of our framework in a typical
network loss environment, we carry out a number of exper-
iments based on the following parameter setup. For source
coding, we use H.264 JM18.0 as the encoder to encode the
Kendo multiview video test sequence at 1024*768 spatial
resolution. The original frame rate is 30Hz.

The maximum transmission unit (MTU) size is set to 1500
bytes. We examine two cases for the transmission bandwidth
on the network paths. First, we consider that each path has
the same transmission bandwidth of 480kbps. Then, we also
examine the scenario where the two paths exhibit asymmetric
transmission bandwidth values of 480 and 720 kbps. Varying
degrees of measured packet loss from 8.5% to 15.7% were
simulated on each path by varying the transition probability q
of the respective G-E models. The loss rates of the good and
bad statesg andb were respectively set to 5% and 80%, while
the average sojourn time in a bad state is set to 10. Texture
and depth videos associated with views 1 and 3 are sent to the
client on the two paths. An event driven simulation is used and



each performance point in the network simulation experiments
is the average result of over 100,000 experimental trials.

B. Simulation Results
In Figs. 3 and 4, we respectively show the texture and depth

maps affiliated with frame 8 of View 3. They are employed
to reconstruct the texture map (the actual image shown to the
viewer) of the same frame, but associated with View 1, using
our DIBR-based interpolation technique from Section IV-B.
The resulting interpolated frame 8 of View 1 is shown in
Fig. 5. We counted the number of disoccluded pixels (”holes”)
in the interpolated frame in order to understand how often our
interpolation technique cannot be applied in this case. They
comprise 4% of the overall number of pixels in the frame.
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Fig. 6. Quality of the synthesized View 2

We first investigate the interpolation performance of our
proposed interpolation method, denoted henceforth asMC+D,
relative to the approach that only employs motion estimation
and motion compensation for the same goal, denoted hence-
forth as MC. These results are shown in Fig. 6, where we
interpolate the 2nd, 4th, 6th and 8th frame of View 2. First,
we can observe that the gains overMC are substantial and range
between 3 to 4.1dB. Furthermore, we can also observe that the
performance of the proposed scheme is consistent regardless
of the content’s complexity in terms of temporal motion, since
the synthesized view quality remains constant over different
video frames.

Next, we compare the resulting video quality of synthesized
View 2 at the receiver in the case of four different transmission
systems.MultiPath with MC+D is a system that em-
ploys the multipath transmission scheme and the interpolation
method proposed in the present paper.MultiPath with
MC is a scheme that also employs the proposed multipath
transmission approach, however, it only considers motion
estimation and compensation for interpolation of lost frames.
SinglePath is a baseline scheme that transmits all the
data over a single network path between the server and the
client. To make the comparison meaningful, the transmission
bandwidth of the single path employed bySinglePath is
equal to the composite bandwidth of the two transmission
paths employed by the multi-path techniques. It should be
mentioned thatSinglePath exhibits the highest compres-
sion efficiency, since the content associated with a view is
not encoded separately into odd and even frames. Finally,
MultiPath naive is a scheme that employs multi-path
transmission that does not interleave view data across paths,
i.e., one view is sent on one path, exclusively. In each
simulation run, we adapt the quantization parameters of the

encoded I and P frames such that the data rate of the content
fits the effective network bandwidthri on each path. The
reader should recall that FEC coding is applied in order to
reduce the effective packet loss rate on each path, as described
in Section V. Therefore, the overall network bandwidthBi on
pathi is divided betweenri and the remaining fractionBi−ri
that is employed for FEC packet loss resilience.
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(a) Symmetric path loss
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(b) Asymmetric path loss

Fig. 7. Quality of synthesized View 2 for symmetric path bandwidth.

In Fig. 7(a), we show the resulting synthesized view quality
for the four techniques under comparison, as a function of
the average packet loss rate on each of the two network
paths. We can see thatMultiPath with MC+D outper-
forms the other schemes with a significant margin. In par-
ticular, gains of 1.8dB, 6.7dB, and 6.1dB are achieved over
MultiPath with MC, SinglePath, and MultiPath
naive, respectively. In the case of single-path transmission,
if the communication channel enters a bad state, the lost
data cannot be recovered by FEC decoding. However, for
multipath transmission, the probability of both paths exhibiting
a bad state is quite low. Therefore, the lost data on one
path can be recovered using the received data on the other.
Yet, the substantial gains of close to 2dB overMultiPath
with MC illustrate the additional benefits of the proposed
interpolation technique.

We also studied the case of asymmetric path loss, by
introducing additional packet loss of 1.5% on one of the paths.
The corresponding results are shown in Fig. 7(b), where the x-
axis represents the loss rate of the network path with the higher
loss rate.SinglePath Worse in Fig. 7(b) corresponds
to the case of single-path transmission over the higher-loss
path andSinglePath Better to the case of single-path
transmission over the less lossy path.
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(a) Symmetric path loss
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(b) Asymmetric path loss

Fig. 8. Quality of synthesized View 2 for asymmetric path bandwidth.

Next, we increased the bandwidth of one path to 720kbps,
and therefore the combined bandwidth of the two paths is
1.2Mbps now. We then repeated the same experiments from



Fig. 3. Texture map of frame 8, View 3. Fig. 4. Depth maps of frame 8, View 3.

hole

Fig. 5. Texture map of Frame 8 of View 1 inter-
polated using the corresponding depth and textures
maps of View 3.

above on this asymmetric bandwidth scenario. These results
are shown in Fig. 8. We observed similar gains in this
case that range up to 1.8dB, 6.7dB, and 3.5dB relative to
MultiPath with MC, SinglePath, and Multipath
naive, respectively, as shown in Fig. 8(a). We also considered
the possibility of asymmetric packet loss rate of 1.5% between
the two paths, as in our previous experiments. These results
are shown in Fig. 8(b). Since we obtained equivalent results,
irrespective of which of the two paths exhibited the smaller
loss rate, we included in Fig. 8(b) only one set of them, for the
case when the smaller bandwidth path also exhibits a smaller
loss rate. Note that similar gains of 1.7dB, 4.6dB, 6.7dB, and
3.4dB are observed in this scenario overMultiPath with
MC, SinglePath Better, SinglePath Worse, and
Multipath naive, compared to the corresponding results
examined in Fig. 7(b) for the symmetric path bandwidth case.
However, it should be pointed out that all transmission tech-
niques improved their end-to-end performance in this scenario
due to the higher overall bandwidth, relative to the case of
symmetric path bandwidth studied in Fig. 7. In particular,
it can be observed that the naive multi-path transmission
techniqueMultipath naive apparently profited the most
from the higher available bandwidth on one of the paths in
the present scenario. Its performance has notably improved
relative to the results shown in Fig. 7(b), as we can see from
Fig. 8(b). The same is also true when the performance of
Multipath naive is cross-compared between Fig. 8(a)
and Fig. 7(a).

VII. C ONCLUSION

We have presented a system for multi-path transmission of
free viewpoint video. In order to deal with burst loss in the
network, we encode the content into multiple descriptions that
are sent on two disjoint network paths. The description con-
struction is such that it facilitates the generation of synthetic
viewpoints based on an effective view interpolation technique
that we design as part of our framework. Our DIBR view
recovery scheme outperforms existing motion-compensation
based techniques with a margin of close to 2dB in video
quality, when they also employ multi-path transmission, and
with an even more impressive gain of close to 7dB, when they
employ single-path transmission.
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